This paper considers numerical algorithms for nding local minimizers of metric multidimensional scaling problems. Both the STRESS and SSTRESS criteria are considered, and the leading algorithms for each are carefully explicated. A new algorithm, based on Newton's method, is proposed. Translational and rotational indeterminancy is removed by a parametrization that has not previously been used in multidimensional scaling algorithms. In contrast to previous algorithms, a very pleasant feature of the new algorithm is that it can be used with either the STRESS or the SSTRESS criterion. Numerical results are presented.
Introduction
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a general term for a vast collection of data analytic techniques. As de ned by de Leeuw and Heiser 10] , scaling refers to techniques that construct a con guration of points in a target metric space from information about interpoint distances, and MDS is scaling in the case that the target space is Euclidean. Kruskal and Wish 27] provided an elementary introduction to basic MDS methodology, as well as many enlightening examples.
The present paper addresses two very speci c, but very important problems in MDS. As in classical MDS 39, 40, 17] , two assumptions are made about the nature of the information provided about the interpoint distances. Formally, a symmetric n n matrix = ( ij ) is called a dissimilarity matrix if ij 0 (nonnegative elements) and ii = 0 (zero diagonal elements). From a given dissimilarity matrix , a two-way MDS algorithm constructs a con guration of points in a Euclidean space of speci ed dimension p. For a con guration x 1 ; : : : ; x n 2 R p , the n p con guration matrix X is the matrix whose rows are the x t i ; i = 1; : : : ; n. From X it is easy to compute the Euclidean interpoint distance matrix D(X) = (d ij ). The objective of two-way MDS is to construct a con guration for which the interpoint distances d ij somehow approximate the given dissimilarities ij .
Historically, MDS techniques that minimize some measure of discrepancy between the con guration's interpoint distances and the given dissimilarities ij have been termed metric. In contrast, nonmetric techniques minimize some measure of discrepancy between the interpoint distances and a set of dissimilarity matrices whose elements have the same rank ordering as the given ij . Early MDS techniques, e.g. the methods of Torgerson 39] , were exclusively metric. However, since the pioneering work of Shepard 34, 35] and Kruskal 25, 26] , the psychometric and statistical communities have tended to emphasize nonmetric MDS. Nevertheless, metric MDS has remained critically important, because solving nonmetric MDS problems typically involves repeatedly solving metric MDS subproblems. In recent years, there has been renewed interest, e.g. by de Leeuw 7] , in developing e cient methods for solving these subproblems. Furthermore, in the last decade, techniques related to MDS have been studied by computational chemists, e.g. Crippen and Havel 5] , interested in deducing molecular structure from information about interatomic distances. Because procedures such as NMR spectroscopy do not distort distances in the nonlinear ways that human perceptions of psychophysical phenomena typically do, it is metric MDS that is of interest in this context. Thus, the study of metric MDS remains of fundamental importance.
The classical metric approach of Torgerson 39] having fallen from favor, most modern formulations of metric MDS entail the minimization of one of two measures of the discrepancy between distances and dissimilarities. The STRESS criterion, proposed by Kruskal 25] for nonmetric MDS, is based on the squared errors between the distances and the dissimilarities. The SSTRESS criterion, popularized by Takane, Young, and de Leeuw 37] for nonmetric MDS, is based on the squared errors between the squared distances and the squared dissimilarities. Thus, both the metric STRESS (r = 1=2) and SSTRESS (r = 1) problems are special cases of the following constrained optimization problem: 
where the w ij are nonnegative weights and D n (p) is the set of all n n matrices whose elements can be realized as the interpoint distances of n points in R p . In practice, one often sets each w ij = 1; however, one can use the weights either to accomodate missing data (by setting the appropriate w ij = 0) or to weight more reliably measured dissimilarities more heavily. In most applications, the dimension of the con guration space is small; in the case of molecular conformation, of course, one always sets p = 3.
The purpose of the present paper is to describe an implementation of Newton's method for the e cient solution of Problem (1) in the special cases r = 1 and r = 1=2. In Section 2 we discuss several fundamental concepts in metric MDS and numerical analysis. This section provides the necessary background for our review of the leading metric MDS algorithms (Section 3) and for our description of a more e cient algorithm (Section 4). We present numerical results in Section 5 and assess what we have accomplished in Section 6.
General Considerations
Because it is not obvious how to write the constraint D 2 D n (p) in Problem (1) as a standard equality or inequality constraint, it cannot be managed by the standard techniques of mathematical programming. Therefore, virtually all treatments of MDS problems employing either STRESS or SSTRESS parametrize the distances by expressing them in terms of the con guration coordinates, i.e. by writing
Substituting (2) 
Henceforth, we restrict attention to this parametrization of the metric STRESS and SSTRESS problems. The remainder of this section discusses several fundamental issues from the theory and practice of unconstrained optimization that are germane to the e cient solution of Problem (3). We believe that an appreciation of these issues is essential to our critique of previous algorithms (Section 3) and our presentation of a new algorithm (Section 4). More detailed discussions of these issues can be found in the well-known book by Dennis and Schnabel 12] .
Let us begin by noting the distinction between local and global minimizers. Ideally, we would like to nd a global minimizer of Problem (3). Unfortunately, whereas the science of local optimization is highly advanced, the science of global optimization is still in its infancy. To date, all of the important methods proposed for metric MDS have been iterative algorithms for nding local minimizers. In this paper, we are content to improve on these algorithms. Typically, one attempts to nd a \good" local minimizer by nding a good initial con guration from which to start iterating. It has also been suggested that global minimizers might be more readily obtained by exploiting the geometry of the cone of distance matrices (Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] demonstrated that all of the local minimizers of the metric SSTRESS problem lie on the surface of a sphere, the global minimizer being the one of greatest norm) or by parametrizing the con guration in a larger (than p) number of dimensions. Thus far, e ective algorithms based on these ideas have not been forthcoming. Finally, several researchers have applied global optimization methods to the metric STRESS problem. The modularized DG-II package of Havel 20] attempts to improve on a local minimizer by the use of simulated annealing. A detailed study by Groenen 18] suggests that tunneling methods are preferable to simulated annealing.
In the modern theory of computational optimization, Newton's method continues to be the method of choice for nding local solutions of unconstrained optimization problems. Under well-known standard assumptions about smoothness and nonsingularity, it is not di cult to establish local and fast (quadratic) convergence of the method. Critics of Newton's method direct their comments to the need for calculating second derivatives, the need for solving a linear system of equations at each iteration, the implied need for smoothness and nonsingularity, and the implied nonglobal convergence. While the general theory is sharp, and all of the above may be valid criticisms across the full spectrum of applications, experience has shown that, in a particular application, not all of these criticisms need apply or be restrictive. What is at issue in the present paper is the applicability of these criticisms to the metric STRESS and SSTRESS problems of MDS.
Users of optimization algorithms are often (and understandably) confused by the distinction between local and global convergence. What is at issue here is not the type of minimizer, but where the algorithm must start in order that convergence to a local minimizer be guaranteed. Theory tells us that, if Newton's method starts su ciently near a local solution, then the sequence of iterates will rapidly converge to that solution. However, this property does not preclude the possibility of choosing a starting point from which the sequence of iterates may fail to converge to any local minimizer. Modi cations of locally convergent methods that eliminate this undesirable possibility are called globalization strategies, and algorithms that are guaranteed to converge to a local minimizer from (essentially) every starting point are called globally convergent.
Actually, decades of experience have demonstrated that the semi-local properties of Newton's method are usually quite good | much better, in fact, than the theory predicts. Convergence and fast convergence are usually not restricted to a very small neighborhood of the solution, as many vendors of awkward hybrid methods would have us believe. Nevertheless, Newton's method per se is not globally convergent. Two fundamental globalization strategies for Newton's method, line searches and trust regions, are discussed in Chapter 6 of Dennis and Schnabel 12] . Both are based on the idea that each step taken by the algorithm should decrease the value of the objective function.
Extensive experience with Newton's method has also demonstrated that damping the Newton step, i.e. choosing step length less than one, often improves the global behavior of Newton's method. However, not choosing step length one locally may preclude the fast convergence. Concern for these two aspects of Newton's method has resulted in the so-called back-tracking line search strategies, in which one always considers the full Newton step before damping, and one implements damping in a manner that ensures the full Newton step near the solution.
Line search strategies retain the Newton step direction but shorten its length. In contrast, trust region strategies constrain the step length but allow other choices of the step direction. This is accomplished by searching for steps that minimize a quadratic approximation to the objective function at the current iterate, subject to an upper bound on the step length. Because there is no nite way of exactly solving this quadratic subproblem, various approximate solutions have been suggested. The most commonly used are the \hook" step of Hebden 21] and Mor e 29], and the \double dogleg" step due to Powell 32] .
In general, the presence of a singular Hessian matrix at a solution dramatically slows | and may even preclude | the local convergence of Newton's method. Moreover, if the solutions are not isolated, then the Hessian matrix is necessarily singular at a solution. For this reason, we prefer problems with isolated solutions. Notice, however, that the objective function in Problem 3 is invariant under isometric transformations of the con guration, so that every minimizer belongs to a connected set of minimizers. What has happened is that the reparametrization from (1) to (3) introduced a considerable amount of redundancy. To develop an e cient algorithm for solving Problem (3), it is desirable to remove this redundancy. As we shall see in Section 3, di erent researchers have addressed this need in di erent ways.
Finally, we consider the computational issues of calculating second derivatives and solving systems of linear equations at each iteration of Newton's method. A critical issue in deciding to use the method is the viability of performing these computations. It is certainly naive to believe that this viability can be determined by looking at only one iteration. Rather, the complete picture must be considered. Discarding Newton's method in favor of an algorithm that produces cheap iterates is of no value if the number of iterations needed to solve the problem is prohibitively large. This is often the case for gradient methods, unless only a very limited amount of accuracy is needed. It follows that whether or not Newton's method will be successsful in a particular application can only be decided by careful study of the application, in conjunction with careful numerical experimentation.
Previous Algorithms
We now review the most important of the algorithms that have been proposed for metric MDS. Historically, researchers have developed completely di erent algorithms for the metric STRESS and SSTRESS problems. In contrast, we believe that one of the attractive features of our approach is that we have developed a single algorithm that works well on both problems.
Our primary emphasis in this section is on the numerical algorithms that have been used to generate sequences of iterates. However, we are also concerned with the approaches that di erent researchers have taken to isolate local minimizers, and with the devices that they have used to obtain starting points for their algorithms. : Kruskal 26, 24] proposed minimizing (X) by an ad hoc gradient method in which the step length is determined by the angle between the present and preceding gradients. Guttman 19] observed that the stationary equation r (X) = 0 can be written as X = C(X)X, where the matrix-valued function C depends on the dissimilarity matrix , and suggested that the sequence de ned by the Guttman transform X k+1 = C(X k )X k should converge to a stationary point of . This turned out to be essentially correct, and all of the algorithms for which convergence has been demonstrated are based on this idea.
The rst rigorous analysis of convergence was supplied by de Leeuw 6] and elaborated upon by de Leeuw and Heiser 9] and de Leeuw 7] . Despite the fact that is not everywhere di erentiable (because the square root function is not di erentiable at 0, is not di erentiable at X if some d ij (X) = 0, i.e. if some points in the con guration coalesce), the Guttman sequence is globally convergent to a connected set of local minimizers. In fact, de Leeuw (1984) 8] proved that (X) is di erentiable at all local minimizers, so that di erentiability can be assumed for local convergence analysis. (Note that a consequence of this fact is that points cannot coalesce in optimal STRESS con gurations.) The rst such analysis was undertaken by de Leeuw 7] , who concluded that \in almost all cases convergence is linear, with a convergence constant] close to unity." (p. 163). This analysis explains the empirically observed fact that convergence of MDS algorithms is usually very slow.
To establish convergence, de Leeuw 7] assumed that the con gurations were centered at the origin. (This can be ensured by starting with a centered con guration, since this property is preserved by the Guttman transform.) This assumption removes some, but not all, of the isometric indeterminacy that characterizes Problem (3). De Leeuw subsequently observed that \The discussion in the previous sections shows that at least part of the di culty with proving actual convergence of our iterations comes from the rotational indeterminacy of multidimensional scaling. : : : If we eliminate rotational indeterminacy, then we eliminate these di culties." (p.
175). If rotational indeterminacy is eliminated (de Leeuw suggested rotating to principal components), then local minimizers may be isolated and de Leeuw obtained the rate at which the Guttman sequence converges to an isolated local minimizer.
Actually, there were other reasons to anticipate the linear convergence of the Guttman sequence. If di erentiability of (X) is assumed, then it is well-known that the sequence can be written as the iterates of a weighted gradient algorithm, X k+1 = X k ? (1=2)V + r (X k ), for a certain xed matrix V + . In contrast, the method of steepest descent is a gradient algorithm that produces iterates of the form X k+1 = X k ? k r (X k ), where k is a (positive) real number. It is generally understood that gradient algorithms, which do not exploit information about second derivative behavior, typically exhibit linear rates of convergence. Despite the slow convergence of gradient methods, their use has been strongly emphasized in the MDS literature. For example, Kruskal 24] distinguished between unconstrained optimization methods whose memory requirements are linear (Class 1, e.g. gradient methods) and more than linear (Class 2, e.g. Newton's method) in the number of variables, and commented:
\Although Classes 1 and 2 have both been used in this eld, Class 1 has been used much more often. In addition to the high cost of memory during computing, this may be due to the fact that high accuracy solutions are almost never needed in this eld due to the substantial random error which we typically nd in the data. Since the solution is meaningful only up to a certain level due to random error in the input, there is no need to obtain a solution which is accurate to a much higher level. Hence the higher speed of convergence for Class 2 methods does not have so great an attraction." (p. 315).
A more modern assessment of these issues is long overdue. First, both computers and computational mathematics have advanced enormously in the last seventeen years. Second, the problems of molecular conformation are very di erent from the problems of psychology. The number of objects is typically much greater (a protein molecule may contain thousands of atoms), and the dissimilarities are typically much more accurate. One fairly conservative possibility for accelerating the convergence of the Guttman sequence is to modify the step choice in the corresponding gradient algorithm. This is precisely the motivation for Kruskal's 26, 24] angle-dependent gradient method. De Leeuw and Heiser 9] presented a simple device that \approximately halves the number of iterations required to obtain a given precision, at no extra cost." (p. 513). De Leeuw (1988) 7] suggested that this improvement was what could generally be expected from such modi cations, and concluded that \one should always study the second derivatives of the loss function at the stopping point of the algorithm." (p. 179).
In Sections 4 and 5, we will argue that it is desirable to study the second derivative at each iteration of the algorithm. The present aversion to so doing appears to be largely due to the perception that it is a prohibitively expensive course of action. Thus, recent advances have attempted compromises. One such compromise is the gradient method of Barzilai and Borwein 1], which determines step length using a Rayleigh quotient that approximates an eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix. Local convergence properties of this method were established by Raydan 33] .
Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] applied the Barzilai and Borwein method to the problem of minimizing (X). The authors assumed that the starting con guration is centered, in which case all subsequent con gurations are necessarily centered; however, they did not attempt to remove rotational indeterminacy. They refer to this new algorithm as the spectral gradient method, and they found that its use decreased the cpu time required by de Leeuw's 7] implementation of the Guttman sequence (which they called the majorization algorithm) by a factor of 10{20. Even greater acceleration is obtained with use of a preconditioner (Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 16] ).
In its present form, the spectral gradient algorithm has faster local convergence than the majorization algorithm, but it sacri ces global convergence. (Raydan is presently attempting to develop an e ective globalization strategy for the Barzilai and Borwein method.) The lack of global convergence requires construction of a good starting con guration; however, as Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] point out, even globally convergent methods require good starting con gurations to obtain \good" local minimizers. Because their technique for constructing a starting con guration for the spectral gradient method involves solving a metric SSTRESS problem, and is actually the same technique employed by Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14], we defer discussing it until Section 3.2. Virtually all of the methods that have been proposed in the MDS literature for constructing starting con gurations involve solving an MDS problem that is presumed to be easier than whichever one is actually under investigation.
SSTRESS
The SSTRESS criterion is the objective function in Problem (3) obtained by setting r = 1. Computationally, it is considerably more pleasant than the STRESS criterion (in particular, it is everywhere smooth), and was in fact proposed for this reason. In consequence, researchers have been somewhat less reluctant to use second order methods on the metric SSTRESS problem than on the metric STRESS problem.
For the special case of dimension p = n, an extensive analysis of the metric SSTRESS problem was provided by Glunt, Hayden, Hong, and Wells 13] . In this case, the dimension of the solution is not constrained, the constraint set D n (p) is convex, and a global minimizer of SSTRESS in the unweighted case can be obtained using the authors' Modi ed Alternating Projection (MAP) algorithm. Of course, the solution is typically of very high dimension. Because most applications require a low-dimensional con guration, e.g. p = 2; 3, the con guration constructed by the MAP algorithm is not of much interest per se.
Until recently, the best algorithm for the case of dimension p < n ? 1 was the one proposed by Browne 4] . To understand the basis for this algorithm, it is necessary to brie y digress and consider the classical metric scaling technique of Torgerson 39] . Given a dissimilarity matrix , let denote the Hadamard product of with itself, so that the elements of Thus, the cone of distance matrices is parametrized by the cone of positive semide nite matrices of rank p, and a con guration matrix can be obtained from a positive semide nite matrix by factorization.
In case is not a distance matrix, Torgerson 39] 
The objective function in this problem was subsequently dubbed STRAIN, making Problem (4) For further details about the metric STRAIN problem (and the embedding result on which it is based), see the review article by Trosset 41] . We now return to Browne's 4] algorithm for the metric SSTRESS problem. Given a dissimilarity matrix , the SSTRESS criterion in the unweighted case is
To eliminate isometric indeterminacy, Browne introduced a \duplicate" con guration matrix Y and penalized X for departures from Y . The discrepancy between X and Y was measured using the STRAIN criterion. Browne suggested choosing the initial X con guration to be the solution to the metric STRAIN problem. His algorithm for minimizing (5) involves alternately minimizing f (X n ; Y ) for X n xed to obtain Y n = X n , then minimizing f (X; Y n ) for Y n xed to obtain X n+1 . This is the method of variable alternation for reducible nonlinear programming; in the context of MDS, it is usually called the method of alternating least squares (ALS).
To accomplish the nontrivial minimization subproblem in the ALS formulation, Browne's algorithm uses Newton's method. Because this fact has been emphasized in the MDS literature, we stress that Browne's algorithm is not equivalent to applying Newton's method to the (unweighted) metric SSTRESS problem. In fact, when ALS converges, it usually does so at only a linear rate.
The superiority of Browne's algorithm over its predecessors was described by Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14], who stated:
\A number of algorithms have been proposed for the solution of the metric SSTRESS] problem by researchers in multidimensional scaling. An algorithm due to de Leeuw and Takane was modi ed by Browne (1987) by adding a Newton Raphson step (henceforth called the NR method) and resulted in the best algorithm known to us for nding a local minimum solution of the metric SSTRESS] problem. NR] either nds the global minimum (about 90% of the time in our examples) or a local minimum with objective function near the global minimum. Furthermore, NR is orders of magnitude faster than competing algorithms and hence NR is our current yardstick for measuring success." (p. 770). Measured by the Browne yardstick, the algorithm subsequently proposed by Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] is extremely impressive. In its rst phase, the MAP algorithm is used to (approximately) solve the metric SSTRESS problem with p = n. (Glunt, Hayden, Hong, and Wells 13] had found that MAP was approximately four times faster than Browne's algorithm for solving this problem.) The MAP solution is then used to produce a starting point for the second phase, in which a penalty term is added to the objective function (to remove translation invariance) and a local minimizer is obtained by use of \a standard (say quasi-Newton) unconstrained nonlinear optimization routine, with analytic gradient computed by : : : ." (p. 788). Glunt, Hayden, and Liu found that this \two-phase" algorithm was approximately ten times faster than Browne's algorithm.
Let us make several observations about the algorithm of Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] . First, it is not at all clear that the expense of using the MAP algorithm in the rst phase is justi ed. Let 0 denote the given dissimilarity matrix and let D 0 2 D n (p) denote the distance matrix obtained from the MAP algorithm.
Then Glunt, Hayden, and Liu (and also Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] for the metric STRESS problem; see Section 3.1) chose, as a starting con guration matrix X 0 , a con guration that solves the metric STRAIN problem with = D 0 . We see no obvious reason why this should be superior to Browne's 4] considerably less expensive choice of a con guration that solves the metric STRAIN problem with = 0 , the original dissimilarity matrix.
Second, although Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] were quite careful to remove translation invariance, their penalty function does not remove rotational invariance. This was overlooked by the authors, who mistakenly believed that the Hessian matrix of their objective function is necessarily positive de nite at local minimizers. Of course, it is not di cult to modify the penalty function so that rotational invariance is also removed.
This was done, for example, by Tarazaga and Trosset 38] , who used the parametrization B = XX t to study optimization problems de ned on the set of symmetric positive semide nite matrices of rank p. The di culty with this entire approach, however, is that it demands a great deal of the penalty function. In practice, devices of this sort tend to lead to a deterioration of the local behavior of the algorithm.
Finally, although Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] emphasized their use of the analytic gradient vector, they declined to use the analytic Hessian matrix. In fact, they opined that \The formula for the Hessian appears too complicated to be computationally helpful in the general case." (p. 779). This was also the opinion of Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] with regard to the metric STRESS problem. As we have already remarked, however, extensive numerical experimentation is usually required to determine whether or not it pays to compute second derivatives. We now consider an algorithm that, it turns out, makes extremely e cient use of such information. 
In Section 2, we remarked that the objective function f r (X) is invariant under isometric transformations of the con guration matrix X. For reasons discussed there, we want to remove the unnecessary degrees of freedom that result from translational and rotational invariance. As illustrated by each of the methods reviewed in Section 3, there is a long tradition in MDS of removing translational invariance by centering the con guration at the origin. Rotational invariance has variously been removed by expensive procedures such as principal component analysis or simply ignored. We propose to abandon these traditions and make use of an elementary device that has so far been neglected by MDS researchers.
In an early article concerned with nding molecular con gurations that minimize the Lennard-Jones potential energy function, Hoare and Pal 23] described an elementary way of removing translational and rotational invariance in R 3 . One simply constrains one point in the con guration to lie at the origin, speci es two coordinate axes, constrains a second point to lie along the rst speci ed axis, and constrains a third point to lie in the plane determined by the two axes. For example, for X 2 R n 3 , we parametrized Problem Unless the selected points are collinear, this parametrization removes the isometric invariance of f r (X).
In general, one selects p points, xing p ? k + 1 coordinates of point k, for k = 1; : : : ; p. So long as the selected points are not contained in a subspace of dimension p?2, this parametrization removes the isometric invariance of f r (X).
Most of our numerical experiments have been performed for X 2 R n 3 . In these experiments, we have found that collinearity of the selected points is very rarely encountered. In theory, of course, it may be that the three selected points are collinear in the minimizing con guration. One way of dealing with this possibility is to reparametrize, using a di erent triple of points, whenever the original triple is nearly collinear. If one can a ord the expense of computing the metric STRAIN solution, then one can examine it to discover a triple that is almost certainly not collinear. (This also allows one to determine whether or not the dissimilarity matrix actually is a distance matrix of dimension less than p, e.g. all points collinear, is available.) For the remainder of this paper, we assume that the points have been labelled in such a way that we are xing the indicated coordinates of the rst p points.
The parametrization de ned by (7) appears to be quite standard in the literature on minimizing the energy of molecular con gurations. For example, Northby 31] used it quite casually to preclude translation or rotation of the con guration. We are somewhat at a loss to explain why this parametrization is so rarely used in MDS. (The only example of which we are aware is by Groenen 18] , who exploited it for global optimization of the metric STRESS problem by a multi-level single-linkage clustering algorithm.) One possibility is that MDS researchers have been unduly in uenced by Torgerson's 39] formulation of the metric STRAIN problem. Young's and Householder's 43] original solution of the embedding problem (the case in which the dissimilarity matrix actually is a distance matrix) placed the nth point of the con guration at the origin. Torgerson observed that, with \fallible data," di erent solutions are obtained according to which point is labelled the nth. As an antidote, he introduced the double centering operator that we have denoted by , which leads to con gurations that are centered at the origin. Thus, for the metric STRAIN problem, con gurations are centered in order to specify a solution that does not depend on the indexing of the points. However, it is quite clear that solutions to Problems (1), (3), and (6) do not depend on the indexing of the points. Hence, there is no substantive reason to require that solutions to the metric STRESS or SSTRESS problems be centered at the origin. Of course, if a centered solution is desired for aesthetic reasons, then one can always translate a noncentered solution after it has been obtained. Without this reduction, f r is invariant under isometric transformations, a consequence of which is that the Hessian matrix is singular at every point in the domain. (It should be noted, of course, that this reduction does not guarantee that the Hessian matrix will not be singular.) In particular, without this reduction it is impossible for the Hessian matrix to be positive de nite at solutions of Problem (6).
The simple structure of f r makes it a straightforward matter to derive analytic expressions for rf r and r 2 f r . These expressions are not expensive to evaluate; in fact, f r , rf r , and r 2 f r can be computed in O(N) oating point operations. Using this analytic information results in algorithms with smaller truncation errors and better stability properties | see Boggs and Dennis 3] for an error analysis.
Because Problem (6) is a nonlinear least squares problem, it can be solved reasonably e ciently by applying any good general nonlinear least squares algorithm. Such algorithms have been developed by Mor e, Garbow, and Hillstrom 30], by Dennis, Gay, and Welsch 11], and by Boggs, Byrd, Donaldson, and Schnabel 2]. These algorithms, however, incorporate conservative precautions and very delicate globalization strategies designed for highly nonlinear problems. In contrast, the nonlinearity of the residual functions in Problem (6) is very mild. When the above algorithms are applied to mildly nonlinear problems, they tend to require more computations and result in longer run times than are really necessary. Therefore, it makes sense to develop a more specialized algorithm for Problem (6) .
It is important to appreciate that the Hessian matrix r 2 f r (X) is very dense. In many applications, it is considerably less expensive to compute an alternative matrix, rG r (X) rG r (X) t . This substitution leads to the Gauss-Newton algorithms, which are particularly e ective on so-called \small residual" problems. See Mor e 29] for a complete analysis of the well-known Levenberg-Marquardt version of this algorithm.
In numerical analysis, a small residual problem is one for which the value of the objective function at the solution is small compared to a typical value of the objective function. For example, f r (X ) << f r (X 0 )
would be suggestive of a small residual problem. In this relative sense, Problem (6) is typically a small residual problem. However, the availability and density of the Hessian matrix render negligible the relative savings from using rG r (X) rG r (X) t instead of r 2 f r (X). In fact, for very large problems, the zero-nonzero structure of rG r (X) 2 R N m is quite di cult to store and multiply, whereas the dense but much smaller matrix r 2 f r (X) 2 R N N is easy to store and manipulate. In this way, Problem (6) 9. Set k k + 1 and go to Step 3. We investigated two strategies for constructing the initial con guration X 0 . These strategies represent two possible compromises in the unavoidable tradeo between the quality of f r (X 0 ) and the expense of computing X 0 . Historically, MDS researchers have eschewed inexpensive initial con gurations and have attempted to obtain initial con gurations of high quality. The primary reason for this is concern about local minimizers | it is certainly plausible that better initial con gurations will allow the algorithm to nd better local minimizers.
In this spirit, our rst strategy for constructing an initial con guration was to compute (a translation/rotation of) the metric STRAIN solution. As described in Section 3.2, this is precisely how Browne 4] constructed initial con gurations and is very similar to the strategy employed by Glunt, Hayden, and Liu 14] and Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] . This construction requires computing the spectral decomposition of the symmetric n n matrix ( ). Although modern methods for computing the spectral decomposition are very e cient (see Sorensen 36] for an explanation of the method that we employed), the fact that the matrix ( ) is extremely dense means that implementing this strategy may still be fairly expensive when n is large, as is often the case for molecular conformation problems.
In case computing resources are limited, we also investigated a second, less expensive strategy for constructing an initial con guration. This construction proceeds sequentially, beginning with the placement of the rst point at the origin. In general, the jth point is placed at a location determined by the preceding p points. Speci cally, given x j?p ; : : : ; x j?1 , the coordinates of x j are determined by solving the elementary least squares problem 
Notice the similarity of Problems (8) and (3). Solving Problem (8) optimizes the location of x j with respect to x i (i = j ? p; : : : ; j ? 1), either approximating the p dissimilarites ij with the p distances d ij (the STRESS criterion, for r = 1=2) or approximating the p squared dissimilarites 2 ij with the p squared distances d 2 ij (the SSTRESS criterion, for r = 1). This construction turns out to be considerably less expensive than computing the metric STRAIN solution, and our experience suggests that the algorithm typically converges to the same local minimizer from either initial con guration.
When points in a con guration coalesce, i.e. when the algorithm steps to a con guration matrix X k with two or more identical rows, the performance of the algorithm deteriorates and numerical di culties are sometimes encountered. Naturally, we would prefer to avoid such con gurations. For the STRESS problem, de Leeuw 8] has shown that points cannot coalesce at local minimizers, so there is no reason to ever consider such con gurations. (In contrast, points can coalesce at local minimizers of the SSTRESS problem, and also at solutions of the STRAIN problem. This is one argument that can be advanced for preferring the STRESS criterion.) We found that, in practice, con gurations with coalescing points are rarely encountered if all points in the initial con guration are distinct. For this reason, we actually implemented a slightly modi ed version of our second strategy for choosing an initial con guration. If solving Problem (8) placed x j too close to any previous points, then the location of x j was perturbed. We required that no interpoint distance in the initial con guration be smaller than the smallest (strictly positive) dissimilarity, i.e. min ij d ij (X 0 ) min ij ij :
This condition was easy to enforce, and in practice it e ectively inhibited the coalescence of points in subsequent con gurations X k .
We experimented with several globalization strategies. Both of the standard trust region methods performed extremely well. Extensive numerical experimentation suggested that the hook step method of Hebden 21] and Mor e 29] slightly outperformed the double dogleg step method of Powell 32] . When a line search method was used instead of a trust region method, the overall performance of the algorithm deteriorated. Notice, however, that we do backtrack from the trust region step. This is somewhat nontraditional, but extensive numerical experimentation suggested that it improved the overall performance of the algorithm.
Following Section 7.2 of Dennis and Schnabel 12], our convergence criterion combined three di erent conditions, developed to answer the following heuristic questions:
1. \Have we solved the problem?" 2. \Have we ground to a halt, either because the algorithm has converged or simply because it has stalled?" 3. \Have we exhausted our resources?" To ascertain if the problem has been solved, we check to see if we have found a stationary con guration, i.e. a con guration at which the gradient of the objective function is su ciently close to zero. In case the problem is badly scaled, we employ a relative measure of magnitude. Let typx i denote the user's estimates of typical magnitudes of the coordinates of X, and let typf denote the user's estimate of a typical magnitude of f r (X). Then the condition suggested by Dennis (9) To ascertain if the algorithm has ground to a halt, we check to see if the size of the step is su ciently close to zero. Again, we employ a relative measure of magnitude, viz. (10)
Finally, we limit resources by limiting the number of iterations. The algorithm continues until either condition (9) or condition (10) obtains, or until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
Numerical Experiments
The algorithm presented in Section 4 was tested on several large, unweighted metric STRESS problems. For small problems, algorithmic e ciency is obviously less important. Currently, the most important source of large metric MDS problems is computational chemistry. For this reason, our test problems were designed to approximate molecular structure and con gurations were constructed in p = 3 dimensions.
There were several reasons for our focus on the STRESS criterion. First, STRESS problems appear to be more di cult than SSTRESS problems. Second, it is our impression that SSTRESS has declined in popularity in recent years. Third, STRESS seems particularly suitable for molecular conformation because, unlike SSTRESS, points cannot coalesce in optimal STRESS con gurations. Fourth, unlike SSTRESS, there is an established computer program, SMACOF-I 22], for minimizing the STRESS criterion. The SMACOF-I program, which is an implementation of the majorization method discussed in Section 3.1, provides a \gold standard" to which our algorithm can be compared. It should be noted that SMACOF-I is highly regarded in the literature. For example, McFarlane and Young 28] recently stated that \In the context of an interactive and dynamic graphics system, the method of choice is SMACOF-I : : : ; it is the fastest algorithm that optimizes the STRESS criterion]." (p. 26).
We began by selecting three molecules: Cranbin (n = 394 atoms), Deoxyribonucleic acid (n = 566 atoms), and Glycopeptide antibiotic (n = 122 atoms). Con guration coordinates in R 3 for these molecules are available from the Brookhaven Protein Bank. From these coordinates, we computed the Euclidean interatomic distances, d ij . These distances were then perturbed to obtain dissimilarities.
For each molecule, we constructed three dissimilarity matrices, each having a di erent magnitude of error.
The true interatomic distances d ij were multiplied by errors drawn from a lognormal distribution, an error model proposed by Wagenaar and Padmos 42] that was recently employed by Groenen 18] . Speci cally, for each d ij , we generated a pseudorandom number z ij from a standard normal distribution. We then set = g(log 10)=1:95996, for g = 1; 2; 3, and ij = d ij exp( z ij ).
For each of the nine dissimilarity matrices that we obtained, we attempted to solve the metric STRESS problem in p = 3 dimensions using three di erent algorithms: our implementation of Newton's method, described in Section 4; and each of the two updating schemes available in SMACOF-I, \Guttman transforms" and \relaxed updates." Heiser and de Leeuw 22] argued that the latter scheme squares the convergence constant, thereby halving the number of iterations required for convergence by the Guttman sequence. For each of the nine dissimilarity matrices, we also considered three strategies for choosing an initial con guration: the metric STRAIN solution, which happens to be the default initial con guration computed by SMACOF-I; the less expensive con guration described in Section 4; and ve randomly generated congurations. In order for the randomly generated con gurations to be meaningful, it is important to ensure that they are reasonably scaled.
Given a dissimilarity matrix , a fairly natural way to generate a random initial n p con guration matrix Y is to do the following. Let m = n(n ? 1)=2, let S = P i<j ij , and let 2 = S=(2pm). For each con guration coordinate, generate a pseudorandom number z ij from a standard normal distribution and take y ij = z ij . It is easily veri ed that this procedure produces con gurations for which the expected squared interpoint distance equals the average squared dissimilarity in .
To perform the indicated numerical experiments, we had to overcome several technical obstacles. First, it was necessary to slightly modify SMACOF-I so that su cient memory was allocated to solve the very large problems that we considered. Furthermore, despite the fact that it does not require second derivatives, SMACOF-I's memory demands actually increase with n faster than do the memory demands of Newton's method. For this reason, the size of the problems that we were able to consider on our platform (Sun SparcStation 10) was smaller for SMACOF-I than for our algorithm. This reverses Kruskal's 24] argument that second order methods are disadvantaged because they require more memory.
A more serious di culty is the convergence criterion used by SMACOF-I, which stops when an iteration fails to decrease the value of the STRESS function by at least 3 . (The value of 3 can be speci ed by the user; the SMACOF-I default is 3 = 10 ?5 .) This criterion may stop the algorithm prematurely, as failure to take a step that su ciently decreases the value of the objective function does not necessarily mean that one is near a local minimizer. We addressed this di culty by using each solution found by SMACOF-I as an initial con guration for our algorithm, thereby establishing if further decrease was possible.
Finally, it should be noted that these experiments required a certain amount of recoordinatization. Con gurations must be centered if they are to be used as initial con gurations for SMACOF-I, whereas our algorithm uses a di erent parametrization.
Because SMACOF-I was written in single precision, all of our experiments were performed using 32-bit IEEE oating point arithmetic. Naturally, our algorithm produces more accurate solutions when it is run in double precision. Our algorithm stopped if either condition (9) or condition (10) was satis ed. We used tolerances of 1 = 10 ?6 and 2 = 10 ?8 . Typically, the algorithm stopped because (9) was satis ed. The stopping criterion tolerance for SMACOF-I was 3 = 2 10 ?6 . Each run of each algorithm was permitted a maximum of 250 iterations.
The results of our experiments are tabled in the Appendix. From these tables, several patterns emerge. First, the hope that SMACOF-I's relaxed updating scheme requires half as many iterations as Guttman transforms appears to be overly optimistic. Using the STRAIN solution as the initial con guration (the default for SMACOF-I), the ratio of the number of iterations for relaxed updates to the number of iterations by Guttman transforms ranged from .5926 to 2.0541, with a median of .7353.
Next, it is quite interesting to note that the number of SMACOF-I iterations does not increase greatly with decreasing quality of the initial con guration. The median ratio of the number of iterations from the inexpensive initial con guration to the number of iterations from the STRAIN solution was actually less than unity (.5833 for Guttman transforms, .6800 for relaxed updates). For random initial con gurations, the corresponding median ratios were only 1.0556 for Guttman transforms and 1.1071 for relaxed updates. There are several possible explanations for this phenomenon. First, it may be a consequence of excellent global, but slow local, convergence properties of SMACOF-I. Second, it may be that SMACOF-I is nding di erent local minimizers from di erent initial con gurations. Third, it may be that SMACOF-I is stopping prematurely. Below, we will argue that SMACOF-I does have a tendency to stop prematurely.
The performance of our algorithm was very di erent from the behavior of SMACOF-I. From the STRAIN solution, the number of iterations until convergence ranged from 12 to 29. The median ratio of the number of iterations from the inexpensive initial con guration to the number of iterations from the STRAIN solution was 2.5625. From random initial con gurations, the number of iterations until convergence was never less than 158 and the algorithm failed to converge in 250 iterations on several occasions. The median ratio of the smallest number of iterations from one of ve random initial con guration to the number of iterations from the STRAIN solution was 7.6957. These results clearly illustrate the fast local convergence of Newton's method and the virtue of starting from a good initial con guration.
The most intriguing results have to do with the quality of the solutions obtained by the di erent algorithms from the di erent initial con gurations. When solutions obtained by SMACOF-I were used as initial con gurations for our algorithm, Newton's method always took additional steps and usually decreased the value of the objective function. From the SMACOF-I solutions obtained using Guttman transforms (relaxed updates) from the STRAIN solution, our algorithm took a median of 18 (18) additional steps and further decreased the STRESS value by a median of 0.77 (0.45) percent. Considering the stringency of the tolerances in the convergence criteria, this an appreciable amount. When other SMACOF-I solutions were used, the numbers of additional steps and the relative decreases in STRESS were typically even greater.
For each dissimilarity matrix, starting SMACOF-I from di erent initial con gurations typically produced di erent nal STRESS values. In comparison, for each dissimilarity matrix our algorithm typically produced fairly homogenous nal STRESS values regardless of the initial con guration. In particular, our algorithm typically recovered roughly the same nal STRESS value when started from SMACOF-I solutions with rather di erent STRESS values. These results strongly suggest that SMACOF-I has a tendency to stop prematurely.
To some extent, SMACOF-I's tendency to stop prematurely can be counteracted by specifying an extremely stringent tolerance for its convergence criterion. We suspect, however, that the actual di culty is more fundamental, as it is well known that the stopping criterion of su cient decrease in the objective function has a general tendency to induce this behavior. Even more interesting is the question of whether the convergence criterion is entirely to blame or whether the algorithm itself is partially responsible. We believe that, because the STRESS function is extremely shallow (i.e. fairly large regions of con gurations have very similar STRESS values), any algorithm that fails to exploit second order information will experience di culty actually nding a minimizer.
Discussion
Both the metric STRESS and SSTRESS problems are mildly nonlinear least squares problems for which local minimizers can be e ciently obtained by the methods of modern numerical optimization. These problems are well-suited to the straightforward application of Newton's method. Accordingly, we believe that the second order algorithm that we have presented represents a substantial improvement on the rst order methods most commonly used in current practice. An additional, very appealing feature of this approach is that the same algorithm can be used with either the STRESS or the SSTRESS criterion.
This paper has focussed exclusively on algorithms for nding solutions that correspond to xed dissimilarity matrices. It is the fact that the dissimilarities are xed that is the de ning characteristic of metric MDS. Although metric MDS is a central mathematical problem of MDS, in most applications it does not represent the entire problem. For this reason, we conclude by brie y considering the importance of metric MDS in MDS, and the potential role of the algorithm that we have presented.
In computational chemistry, MDS is sometimes used to construct molecular con gurations from measurements of interatomic distances. Because a physical molecule actually does exist in R 3 , dissimilarity matrices that lead to con gurations with small objective function values are to be expected and preferred. Therefore, instead of simply solving the metric MDS problem de ned by setting the dissimilarites equal to the measured interatomic distances, it is standard practice to begin by smoothing the data, obtaining a dissimilarity matrix that is more nearly a distance matrix. Nevertheless, and regardless of the exact procedure by which the dissimilarites are obtained, the solution of a metric MDS problem is an important component of the complete analysis. Algorithms for solving metric MDS problems play a clearly de ned role in Havel's 20] modularized DG-II package for the determination of protein structure from distance constraints obtained from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The majorization module of DG-II nds local minimizers of metric STRESS problems using de Leeuw's 7] majorization algorithm, described in Section 3.1. It would be a simple matter to replace this module with an implementation of the Newton's method algorithm that we have proposed.
A slightly di erent approach to determining molecular structure is the data box algorithm of Glunt, Hayden, and Raydan 15] , in which the dissimilarities are allowed to vary subject to bound constraints determined by the error structure of the measurement process. This algorithm employs the method of alternating least squares (ALS), whereby one alternately optimizes the dissimilarity variables for a xed con guration and the con guration coordinates for a xed dissimilarity matrix. The latter subproblems are metric STRESS problems, which the authors solve using their spectral gradient algorithm. It would be a simple matter to substitute the Newton's method algorithm for the spectral gradient algorithm.
Finally, as de ned by Kruskal 25] , nonmetric MDS allows the dissimilarities to vary subject to order constraints. As exempli ed by the popular ALSCAL algorithm of Takane, Young, and de Leeuw 37] , ALS is often used to solve nonmetric MDS problems. This means that, like the data box algorithm, many nonmetric MDS algorithms entail solving metric MDS subproblems. Again, it would be a simple matter to use the Newton's method algorithm to solve these subproblems.
Thus, metric MDS problems appear in a variety of contexts. Many of these contexts involve large con gurations and/or the successive solution of repeated metric MDS subproblems. Accordingly, one can reasonably anticipate that the very e cient Newton's method algorithm for solving these problems will nd a variety of applications.
